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Introduction
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IIoT advanced computing happens
at the edge
Edge technology and connected processes can be designed for
smarter control and to help users make intelligent decisions.
Deploying secure edge technology for industrial processes is a smart
investment in operations to attain IIoT optimization goals.
Subject matter experts from Emerson’s Machine Automation
Solutions can provide a range of resources to help end users
understand and implement big data solutions that use IIoT and
edge computing technologies to deliver operational improvements
to industrial manufacturing applications.
This ebook represents a fraction of the resources available to help
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optimize operations within your plant. Find out more at

Industrial Edge Computing & Control Solutions
https://www.emerson.com/en-us/automation/control-and-safetysystems/programmable-automation-control-systems/edge-devicessoftware

Edge/IIoT for Manufacturing
https://www.emerson.com/en-us/automation/control-and-safetysystems/edge-iiot-manufacturing
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Digital Transformation
Begins at the Edge
Edge technology means moving
processing closer to the sensors and
data closer to the cloud
BY AUTOMATION.COM AUTHOR? OR EMERSON AUTHOR ATTRIBUTION

Edge computing brings computation and data storage
closer to data sources with the expectation of improving
response times and saving bandwidth. Although related,
edge is not the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT);
edge computing is a topology- and location-sensitive
form of distributed computing, while IIoT is a use-case
manifestation of edge computing.
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Gartner defines edge computing as solutions that facilitate
data processing at or near the source of data generation. For
example, in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT), the sources
of data generation are usually “things,” or equipment with
sensors or embedded devices.
Edge technology does not replace the control or the
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.
Whether edge gateways, edge devices, or edge controllers,
edge technology is complementary to control systems. Edge
technology is designed to make systems smarter. An edge device
works in concert with—not instead of—the control system to
provide access to data not currently available.
Edge technology allows data from isolated elements to be
accessed, gathers data from other business/Internet constructs,
and consolidates information. It allows better analytics to be
run at the plant level to help give meaning to collected data.
Regardless of the user’s control system, edge technology is
needed to make the system smarter.
Edge devices, gateways, computing, and controllers can be
added to existing systems as needs and budgets allow (Figure 1).
Edge computing and edge controllers are positioned to obtain
and process operational technology (OT) data and make results
available to higher level systems. This article describes each and
examines their place in the path toward digital transformation.
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Edge devices and gateways
Edge gateways are the most basic IIoT-enabling device. They
connect with intelligent source devices like programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) or smart sensors, and then forward data on
to higher-level systems, both on-premise and off-premise for
further analysis. Edge gateways would likely be sufficient if the
application requires data collection at the machine and then
offloads the data to the cloud or other higher-level computing
systems for processing.
Edge devices include gateway features and add
computational capabilities. They are not used for direct control,
but they can preprocess data, perform calculations, and execute
other analysis tasks. Because they are located close to the
machine or process, they can access high-fidelity and lowlatency data, and they reduce the computing and network
load for upstream systems. Edge devices exist at the physical
location within a manufacturing process where data is collected,
analyzed, and needed most.

Figure 2: Edge gateways connect with intelligent source devices like PLCs or smart sensors,
and then forward data on to higher-level systems. Edge devices include gateway features
and add computational capabilities. Courtesy: Emerson
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Edge devices integrate control system data and non-control
system data, so users have one view of the entire operation,
which enables them to make better decisions with a holistic view
of their equipment than would be possible otherwise (Figure 2).
Edge devices allow processing at the machine level. The device
is integrated with the current control system, consolidates
additional IIoT data from available sensors and smart devices,
and is a typical choice in existing brownfield plants that don’t
want to change control systems.

Edge computing and controlling
Edge computing. Edge computing has attracted a lot of
attention from industrial segments undergoing digital
transformation. Rapid advances in communication and
computing capabilities enable faster adoption of edge
computing in industrial markets.
Edge computing is a distributed computing model in which
computing takes place near or at the edge, often in collaboration
with a centralized server or the cloud. This model enables the
growing number of sensors, devices, and software platforms
being deployed at the edge to securely organize, process, and
interpret data in real time onsite. Edge computing makes
sensors smarter to use in many manufacturing applications.

“IIoT is the ultimate mind meld
of IT and OT networks. The IIoT
connects edge devices in OT networks
directly to the Internet to enhance
operational efficiencies.”
—Courtney Schneider,
cyber-policy research manager,
Waterfall Security Solutions
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Figure 3: Edge controllers are based on multicore processor hardware and use a real-time
hardware virtualization hypervisor to create two independent operating systems. Courtesy: Emerson

Bill Lydon wrote in the Automation.com Special Report,
“The Digitalization Dozen”: “Edge computing is a growing
trend. As noted by Gartner, ‘What Edge Computing Means for
Infrastructure and Operations Leaders’ predicts 75% of data will
be created and processed outside traditional centralized data
centers or the cloud by 2025.
“The growing trend is to use industrial edge computers as
a preferred platform in place of PLC and DCS controllers as a
fundamental building block to efficiently digitalize and integrate
the entire manufacturing business from enterprise to sensors
and actuators.”
Edge controllers. Edge controllers are the most capable
and interesting edge computing option for implementing IIoT
initiatives. Edge controllers are based on multicore processor
hardware and use a real-time hardware virtualization hypervisor
to create two independent operating systems (Figure 3).
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Through the hypervisor, multicore hardware is managed to
provide the experience of two independent controllers with a
secure communication link between them. This cooperative
framework allows near-real-time analytics to run in parallel
with real-time deterministic control processes (Figure 4).
Edge controllers integrate PLC/programmable
automation controller (PAC) control and edge processing
into a single system. They offer a generational progression to
PLC- and PAC-based industrial control systems by enabling
safe, secure communication between real-time deterministic
control and non-deterministic applications that leverage
external data to analyze and optimize business operations.
Edge controllers provide software-defined controls with
enhanced optimization capabilities, while maintaining
stringent reliability, safety, and security required in industrial
applications. Integration of control functions and edge
processing makes edge controllers a good choice for

Figure 4: Multicore
hardware provides
two independent
controllers with a secure
communication link
between them, which
allows near-real-time
analytics to run in
parallel with real-time
deterministic control
processes. Courtesy: Emerson
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Figure 5: Edge controllers can provide remote monitoring of control system health, high levels of
business automation, running predictive analytics on operational data, and more. Courtesy: Emerson

greenfield projects. Capabilities include remote monitoring of
control system health, high levels of business automation, and
running predictive analytics on operational data (Figure 5).
Standard PLCs can perform a certain amount of IIoT
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processing, but the new generation of edge controllers has
superseded PLCs by adding the PC-like computing needed for
IIoT tasks. Edge controllers maintain full deterministic control
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capabilities to control industrial equipment even with the added
IIoT capabilities. They have become the preferred automation
platform for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) looking
to future-proof their equipment designs, even if they are not
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ready to take full advantage of IIoT capabilities now.
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Digital transformation is a journey toward increasingly more
data-driven insights that enable performance improvements.
Edge controllers and edge technology present plenty of
opportunities.

Digital transformation follows a relatively simple, effective model:
▶

Data: Adopt sensing technologies that are easy and cost
effective to install and maintain. The quality of analytics
and insights is built on data quality, and poor sensors can
result in either false alarms or the failure to detect abnormal
situations.

▶

Connectivity: Implement a set of architectures that ensures
operational data security and allows secure interaction
with IT and cloud applications. Connections should use
non-proprietary protocols to ensure future expansion and
compatibility across systems.

▶

Edge, on-premise, and cloud analytics: Deploy scalable
analytics applications to deliver actionable insights and
automate manual workflows. Analytics is where a lot of value
from digitalization can occur. This is where best practices
are embedded in software to provide actionable data and
automate manual processes.

▶

Services: Deploy new monitoring solutions, consulting, and
implementation services to ensure operational outcomes.

Digital Transformation Begins
at the Edge

Increased amounts of actionable data enable services to
be provided that produce real benefits to the company.
Connectivity and analytics make a new range of services
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possible. Remote monitoring and easy access to data
anywhere in the world enables expert analysis and assistance
no matter where the physical site is located.

Cybersecurity at the edge
As companies advance toward the edge, it’s likely threat actors
will target edge applications in their attacks. Compromises at the
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edge can lead to serious issues that can extend beyond service
disruptions, which could take OT systems offline.
To better understand this risk, companies need to know how
to assess vulnerability and risk at the edge, devise strategies to
drive process integrity for critical equipment and data in OT and
IIoT, derive approaches to securely deploy autonomous edge
computing platforms, know how to protect data transmission
from edge to enterprise, and figure out ways to communicate
edge cybersecurity strategy across an organization through
persuasive events. Moving to the edge can provide numerous
benefits—mainly speed—but organizations need to understand
what they’re getting into before they can make it work.
In an Automation.com article titled: “Security at the Edge
with Microsegmentation” by Courtney Schneider, cyber-policy
research manager for Waterfall Security Solutions, Schneider
wrote: “IIoT networks almost always represent engineering risks,
as well as conventional ‘business’ risks. IIoT is the ultimate mind
meld of IT and OT networks. The IIoT connects edge devices
in OT networks directly to the Internet to enhance operational
efficiencies. What confuses security designs for IIoT deployments
is differing kinds of risk.”
According to Schneider, IIoT security planning starts
with a cyberrisk assessment, and she further suggests
microsegmentation. “When unacceptable physical
consequences of compromise are possible for IIoT deployments,
we need strong protections for the edge devices. In these
scenarios, a good place to start is microsegment control-critical
sets of equipment or networks using unidirectional gateway
technology. Unidirectional gateways are described in section
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9.2.6 of the Industrial Internet Consortium Industrial Internet
Security Framework. These gateways are the strongest of the
network segmentation options described in the framework.
Unidirectional gateways provide additional protections to edge
devices when endpoint protections in those devices are not
sufficient. They enable safe flows of monitoring information to
enterprise and cloud systems for big data analysis and other
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benefits, while physically preventing any information flow back
into the edge devices.
“Where to deploy the gateways is the question—in complex
OT networks, unidirectional gateways may be deployed close to
the edge devices, close to the connection to enterprise or Internet
networks, or anywhere in between. What has emerged as a best
practice is perhaps obvious in hindsight—enterprise security
teams need to sit down with engineering teams and work out a
strategy. Both teams need to agree on where to deploy at least
one layer of unidirectional protections,” Schneider said.

Looking ahead
Edge technology and connected processes can be designed for
smarter control and to help users make intelligent decisions.
Deploying secure edge technology for industrial processes is a
smart investment in operations to attain IIoT optimization goals.
Consider the value of analytics for industrial manufacturing
applications within the context of edge technology. Analytics
projects require the historization of a plethora of raw data.
However, data by itself does not create business value.
Knowledge of how a system is running and how it could operate
better is a good first step toward creating business value.
Analytics evaluates raw data to improve it into useful information,
which can provide users with insights to help them increase
throughput, improve quality, and optimize maintenance.
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Optimize
production
with data
from the
edge
“Little data” leads to “big data” with
scientific method-based gathering
and analysis
BY KYLE HABLE

Most discrete part manufacturers are continually questing
for ways to improve productivity. While some may follow
an approach based on gut feel and instinct, it is more
constructive to base operational improvement efforts on hard
facts. Attainment of this goal is often hindered, however, by a
lack of timely data sourced from field instruments, machines,
and automation systems.
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By the time a report reaches the C-suite, and a downturn
in production or an increase in energy consumption is noted,
it can be hard to trace the root cause. For some operations,
the process of a continuous improvement cycle may operate
on an annual or biannual basis, if at all, and proceed as a timeconsuming top-down investigation. But what if these same
operational teams had the tools needed to facilitate a more
scientific approach?
The right automation hardware and software can support
these efforts by taking advantage of Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) devices and communication to support analytics
at the edge or a centralized location. This article explores
how edge automation concepts and digital transformation
processes support the collection and analysis of data,
enabling users to gain the insight necessary to reduce the
cycle time of monitoring, analyzing, and improving discrete
part manufacturing operations.
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Figure 1. Optimizing industrial system operations calls for iterative
cycles of specific tasks, which are enabled and sped up by the digital
transformation process.
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A scientific method
Production plants commonly consist of many different types
of machinery, equipment, and supporting utilities. At a high
level, operations personnel want to:
▶

improve throughput

▶

maintain quality

▶

reduce waste

▶

maximize uptime

▶

minimize power consumption.
Sometimes these actions are performed at a relatively

microscale portion of machines or equipment. Other times
they have a broader scope as part of a macroscale business
optimization cycle.
These optimizations are made possible by following a
procedural process of continuous improvement in an iterative
fashion. An effective optimization process model, based on
the digital transformation of industrial systems (figure 1),
requires organizations to:
▶

gather data

▶

connect it within an architecture

▶

analyze it

▶

deploy solutions

▶

repeat!
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Some readers may notice that the cycle of continuous
improvement has many similarities to the scientific method
of research and learning. Typical principles of the scientific
method are expressed as:
▶

observe and question
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▶

research and hypothesize

▶

experiment and obtain data

▶

analyze

▶

draw conclusions and report

▶

repeat!
The scientific method is readily adapted to provide a

complete framework for applying digital transformation
methods and optimizing manufacturing operations. As an
improvement cycle is executed successfully, improvements
to the manufacturing process are applied, with the
methodology and procedures used also enhanced.
Digital transformation is an integral part of this
improvement cycle, as it is part of an ongoing journey to
digitalize the data needed to efficiently support these efforts.

Many “little data” sources
The information needed to assess these characteristics
may flow through large enterprise software environments,
including supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA),
manufacturing execution systems (MESs), and enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems. Some of the data may arrive
in a very manual format handwritten on forms or entered via
spreadsheets.
Much of the interesting data comes from programmable
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logic controllers (PLCs) in the operational technology
(OT) domain, including production-related values such as
operating rates, part counts, and temperatures. Some data
may be facilities information sourced over site information
technology (IT) systems. Still more data is associated with
asset management, such as wireless vibration readings
and other parameters. Many times an out-of-the-box asset
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performance platform is used to consolidate, contextualize,
and visualize such information. This can be useful for both
machinery operators and entire manufacturing plants.
Such a large variety of “little data” sources complicates
the format and timeliness of data availability. Users must
consolidate the information, analyze it for useful results,
and then apply changes. Then they repeat the cycle, as
often and as quickly as practical, in a process of continuous
improvement. As we will see, IIoT-based devices and methods
can offer a way to streamline much of the procedure by
creating a system where information flows more efficiently to
speed up the overall improvement cycle.

Figure 2. “Little data” is available from a wide range of edge-located
sensors, devices, and equipment, and must be gathered so it can be
aggregated into “big data” useful for analytics.

Starting the cycle
A logical beginning is to define the objective of process
improvement by asking, “how do we optimize operations” and
hypothesizing “by tuning and adjusting our equipment and
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manufacturing processes.” To set the improvement cycle in
motion, it is necessary to gather all the relevant “little data” so it
can be aggregated into “big data,” and then analyzed (figure 2).
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To be sure, the task can be overwhelming due to the
large number of potential data points. Many implementers
find that a valuable preliminary step is to perform an asset
criticality analysis. Users evaluate the reliability, detectability,
and consequences of equipment performance and failure
in an unbiased way to identify the greatest pain points
and determine which equipment should be addressed
first. Essentially, this ensures that the “low hanging fruit”
of optimization efforts are harvested first, leading to early
savings and building organization enthusiasm for ongoing
projects.
With the most critical assets identified, users drill down
into the target asset types with a consistent approach to
gather the necessary data. This may be:
▶

production rates or failure indications from the control
platform

▶

other sensed or analytical values

▶

equipment health indications, such as vibration or
bearing temperatures.
Because of the many standalone automation platforms

in most industrial plants and facilities—encompassing legacy
systems and communication protocols—it is common for
implementations to stumble over specialized approaches
for obtaining little data. Sometimes on the first pass it is only
possible to use whatever data is already easily available.

Targeted approach
Modern IIoT methods and products can help users get data
out of isolated platforms in many ways:
▶

Edge devices: single points of data collection, often
wireless, transmitting data to other edge solutions.
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▶

Edge gateways: collect and forward OT, facilities, and
asset management system data streams.

▶

Edge computing: computer-based products able to act as
a gateway and perform additional storage and analytical
tasks.

▶

Edge controller: combines deterministic control like a PLC
with general-purpose edge computing capabilities.
Edge devices, gateways, computing, and controllers can

be added to existing systems as the need and budgets allow.
New systems can be designed around edge computing and
edge controllers from the beginning, so they are already
positioned to obtain and process OT data and make the
results available to higher-level systems.
The activity of identifying and connecting with little
data at the edge is rarely a one-time event. Indeed, at each
iteration of the improvement cycle, users should evaluate
any new needed data. This iteration process is necessary to
continually build up the data models in support of deeper
analysis.

From little data to big data
As the little data becomes available from all types of sources
and edge devices, the next question is how to consolidate it,
configure it into useful information, and make it available to
the OT and IT sides of the business so users can easily access
and work with it.
Edge gateways usually provide unidirectional flow of data
up to supervisory systems, but they can support bidirectional
data flow. Edge computing certainly supports bidirectional
data flow but requires users to implement their own security
provisions, such as firewalls to make PLCs less vulnerable to
attack.
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Edge controllers are the most comprehensive solution,
suitable for integrating OT data with IT systems, and
vice versa (figure 3). Because edge controllers combine
deterministic control with general-purpose computing on
one device with a built-in firewalled security layer, they have
many advantages for edge analytics:
▶

directly access low-latency source data

▶

preprocess the data to remove undesirable characteristics

▶

perform any amount of edge analytics

▶

transport the data to IT systems using efficient and
secure protocols

▶

native firewall for security between the general-purpose
computing and the deterministic control

▶

locally loop results back into deterministic control.
With IIoT tools at their disposal, users can aggregate all

of the little data into their own big data, hosted on site or in
the cloud. Big data in the form of time-based historians and
record-based databases is the foundation for detailed analytics.

Figure 3. Edge
controllers are built
for field installation,
and are an ideal
platform for
integrating OT data
with IT analytical
computing close to
the data sources.
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Complete, and repeat, the cycle
With meaningful contextualized data in hand, and with
analysis performed at edge controllers or in a central
computing or cloud-based system, users can make informed
decisions to improve their manufacturing processes. Trials
can be run with varied inputs, and users can see results
quickly. Based on this more complete information, they can
identify new data points that may help with the analysis and
buildup of operational models. At this point, they can decide
whether to manually optimize their equipment based on the
results or automatically apply optimizations.
After achieving initial success, the team will have proved
a methodology they can repeat over and over, with increasing
efficiency and speed, for applying the scientific method to
process improvement.

Breaking it down
Large software projects bring to mind huge initiatives
with significant spending over many years, frequently
accompanied by cost and schedule overruns. However, there
are improved ways to find success.
In the software development world, agile frameworks
such as Scrum break down tasks into smaller modules or
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“sprints,” and then execute each in an iterative manner
to achieve success. This is a way to reach a larger goal by
executing many smaller and more easily achievable steps.
Similar concepts can be applied to industrial
improvement efforts founded on digital transformation.
In this case, IT/OT integration projects are broken down to
approachable little data tasks and built up into a big data
integration solution. Each little data task can be evaluated
and validated locally and economically before committing it
to the greater big data role.
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IIoT and analytics, implemented using edge automation
products and practices, are an evolutionary way of performing
common business optimization undertakings. Using a datadriven approach when undertaking manufacturing process
improvement steps is similar to traditional methods but is
much faster and more efficient.
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Focus on small,
specific problems to
maximize data
Don’t miss opportunities for
valuable operational improvement
by starting too big
BY DEREK THOMAS

Nearly every industrial facility has an opportunity to create
value from collected and stored big data by implementing
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and other operational
improvement initiatives. In the process industries, this data
often resides in centralized control systems and historians,
while in discrete part manufacturing, the data is more likely
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to be dispersed across the plant or trapped within machines.
But no matter where the data is collected or stored, the best
approach to creating value is often to start small, with a “little
data” approach.
McKinsey & Company gives some insight into the scale of
data analysis opportunities. “Most data generated by existing
IoT sensors is ignored. In the oil-drilling industry, an early
adopter, we found that only 1 percent of the data from the
30,000 sensors on a typical oil rig is used, and even this small
fraction of data is not used for optimization, prediction, and
data-driven decision making.”
Many big data projects fail because a “boil the ocean”
approach is pursued, whereby substantial time and capital are
committed upfront in the hope of analyzing all the stored and
incoming data to derive insights. These types of approaches
usually begin with discussions of what technologies should be
used, particularly the cloud and other IT-related infrastructures,
and often end with frustration and unsatisfactory results, even
after months or even years of effort.
A better and more practical way is to start at the machine
or production-line level by defining specific problems that
are solvable with better use of little data. Focusing the field
of view to a specific, defined asset reduces complexity and
simplifies the search for a solution. This simplification is
crucial, because the people implementing a little data project
should be the personnel most familiar with operations.
Another advantage of the little data approach is it quickly
yields tangible improvements by empowering users to
find, solve, improve, and move on to the next opportunity.
This creates positive momentum within a company, and as
experience and comfort increases, it becomes easier to scale
efforts to larger data sets using the lessons learned.
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For these and other reasons, a little data approach is the
most practical path for IIoT projects at many industrial plants,
but it requires different technologies than the IT-centric
methodology used in many big data projects. The plant
personnel most familiar with operations are generally also very
competent when it comes to real-time control systems. This is
by necessity; these systems keep plants running smoothly, and
adjustments to these systems are often required to improve
operations. Unfortunately, most real-time controllers do not
have the required capability to analyze data produced by field
devices to generate insight, a requirement for little data projects.

Can we get a call out for this page
This type of edge processing has traditionally required a
separate industrial computing device and software solution to
store and process data. Integrating these elements with the
existing controller and network was often problematic due to:
the complexity of setting up, programming, and managing in
two different environments; synchronization; lag/latency; and
other issues. A little data project using two separate devices
could thus become quite complex and unreliable, slowing
implementation and driving up costs.
A modern class of edge controller addresses these issues
by combining two functions into a single device. The first
function is real-time control, much like what was done by a
traditional programmable logic controller. The second set
of functions is performed by a computing platform with
a processor capable of data storage, analysis, and a wide
range of other tasks—similar to what could be done with
an industrial PC. Because both functions are performed in
one device, there is no additional effort required to integrate
two components—data is simply passed between the two
functional areas safely and securely.
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Once the edge controller stores and processes the data
already being collected for real-time control, results are readily
transmitted to enterprise platforms, such as manufacturing
execution systems, enterprise resource planning, maintenance
management, and other analytics systems—both on premises
and cloud-based—through the typical industrial or Ethernet
protocols. These higher-level platforms thus have the
information required to improve operations.
Big data projects seem to call for big and complex
solutions, but a large-scale approach often fails due to high
costs and excessive implementation time. A better way is to
begin with targeted efforts for analyzing little data to create
insights, creating value and building momentum.
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Gain control with edge
data sources and analytics
Compare uses and
costs involved with
different processing
solutions to enhance
industrial data
BY RICH CARPENTER

IIoT advanced computing happens on the
factory floor
Discrete manufacturers and original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) are experts when it comes to
operating their equipment. They run and develop these
systems daily, always learning and improving. Once stable
operation is established, these companies must proceed
to incorporate technologies and methods, such as data
analytics, to improve performance. Cloud-based analytics
are an option, but many users have discovered it is expensive
or against established information technology (IT) policy to
move data for all analytics to the cloud.
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Engineers and designers of manufacturing and OEM
systems develop expertise integrating the right automation
platforms to obtain the necessary functionality, even though
this task may not be their core strength. They are aware of the
need for good operating metrics and are looking for smart
ways to add them to an already functional system.
A lot can be learned by observing a system in operation
and obtaining user feedback. However, quantitative values,
such as throughput rates, failure counts, change-over
frequency, and other data, are usually needed to support
more in-depth analysis. Automating the data gathering
process is the most effective way to obtain enough source
information for analyzing how a system is running and where
it can be improved.
The need for improved operations, coupled with
emerging types of powerful edge components, is driving
more data processing, and sometimes analytics, to be
performed at the edge. Where appropriate, the results may
also be sent to the cloud for comparison across multiple
plants or for OEMs who have equipment distributed across
a diverse customer base. This article addresses the value
of analytics for industrial manufacturing applications and
compares edge processing solutions.

What are analytics?
Analytics projects require the historization of vast amounts
of raw data, but this alone does not create business
value. Instead, such value is only realized through better
comprehension of how a system is currently running and
how it could operate better. Analytics are any evaluation of
raw data to improve it into useful information, which in turn
can give users insights to help them increase throughput,
improve quality, and optimize maintenance.
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Acting based on analytics results may be a procedural
activity initiated by engineers or operators. In some cases, it is
now possible to directly and programmatically use analytical
results to inform control platforms about improved operating
parameters.
Programs for applying analytical methods can operate in
many locations. They may run on edge-located controllers, on
site-located systems, or in the cloud. Some analytics projects
may operate in two or all three of these locations.

Edge data sources
Part of the reason analytics are becoming more relevant
is due to the increasing richness of available data. For
manufacturing and machine control applications, the data
needed to support analytics can come from any sort of
edge-located basic sensor, smart sensor, smart instrument,
digital device, or more complex local system. Collectively,
increasingly intelligent edge-located sensors and devices are
generally known as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) devices.
A simple photo eye can indicate how many times
a machine cycles or a part is produced. Instruments
monitor pressures, flows, and power consumption. Smarter
subsystems may calculate uptime, energy use, and quality
parameters. Smart manifolds offer early indication of air
leakage, which leads to excess energy consumption and
higher operating costs. There are many other examples
of smart edge devices like variable speed drives (VFDs),
analyzers, power meters, and intelligent valve controllers
(figure 1).
All of these may provide multiple data streams using
conventional wiring and networked signals or newer wireless
connections. The data typically includes one or more nearreal-time process variables, and other less-real-time extended
configuration and diagnostic information.
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In addition, data sources can include less traditional digital
sources like the Internet and company intranets, which have
information relevant to production processes, such as raw
material prices, energy prices, weather conditions, and demand
for finished products. Gathering the data effectively calls
for installing the right technologies in the right locations to
obtaining it from many types of sources on varying time scales.

Figure 1. Smart edge devices like this Emerson PACMotion
VFD can provide extensive data about operation, energy
consumption, and diagnostics—if the right edge components
are in place to obtain it.

Importance of edge processing and analytics
In recent years, there has been an emphasis on cloud
computing, which is a good method for aggregating many
sources of data. However, for many plant-level data analytics
needs, the cloud-only method is not usually the best solution.
There are examples of predictive maintenance performed on
high-value equipment using data sampling techniques at the
edge to provide early warning signs of failing equipment.
The edge of any industrial system is the natural place to
begin an analytics initiative because that is where the source
data is created. Many data points may be involved, and each
point can potentially have a high sample rate. Common sense
informs us it might be burdensome and perhaps costly to
transmit all this data to the cloud. Edge-located preprocessing
of the raw data refines it into more concise values.
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Traditional analytics were based on data obtained mainly
from equipment control systems, because those digital
systems were already connected to the sensors for command
and control. Furthermore, the computing resources needed
for storing data and analyzing it were only available at the
server or perhaps desktop computer level.
Today, many end users are embarking on IIoT initiatives
and taking advantage of IIoT devices to obtain rich new
data streams, economically bypassing traditional control
systems. A new generation of edge-capable components
are best suited to interface with the growing number of IIoT
data sources and can offer many benefits for processing and
analyzing this data closer to the edge.

Edge analytics advantages
Due in part to the growing capability of industrialized
hardware and associated software, it is more practical than
ever to perform advanced computing at the factory floor with
a range of edge-capable component options (figure 2). Some
advantages of edge analytics are:
▶

improved data privacy

▶

better data fidelity and responsiveness

▶

resilience against data transmission interruptions

▶

reduced data communications

▶

a better opportunity to “close the loop” for control
Many companies are rightfully concerned with data

privacy. Data obtained at the edge and analyzed at the edge
is easier to secure, generally because it is kept local. Even if
the data must be transported to analytics applications located
elsewhere onsite, or in the cloud, the latest edge controllers
and devices use modern and secure IT-based protocols for
communicating.
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Data generated using traditional operational technology–
based devices, most commonly programmable logic
controllers (PLCs), may lack security measures or may have
added-on security instead of built-in security. Conventional
systems can be preserved and interfaced by edge computing
devices. They can secure them, perform analytics, and provide
upstream connectivity.
Another important reason to move analytics to the
edge is because the data source is closer to the processing,
providing near-real-time fidelity and responsiveness with
minimal communications. Certain analytics require this
performance.
Cloud-based analytics, on the other hand, must use data
that is potentially time delayed by transmission, suffering
from longer sample rates, and subject to transmission
interruptions. Edge-based analytics avoid most of these
issues.
Even when data must be transferred to higher-level
systems, edge analytical results may be a much smaller data
set than the entire amount of source data points. Moving
data, especially at high resolution, and cloud storage for large
amounts of data, can be cost prohibitive.
Edge analytics have also enabled a much better solution
for “closed-loop” operations by directly applying results to an
operating process without requiring operator intervention.
Analytics performed closer to the edge, sometimes onboard
the same component as the real-time controller, are more
readily integrated back into the automation control platforms,
without the many interposing communication layers involved
with cloud-based solutions.
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Figure 2. The availability of increasingly powerful edge processing
industrialized hardware and software means computing can easily
be performed on the plant floor.

Ways to integrate edge analytics
As noted previously, PLCs conventionally have supplied
much of the industrial edge data used for analysis. This is
changing as IIoT devices are more widely incorporated, and
because edge components are gaining better processing and
networking capabilities.
The three leading edge components are controllers,
devices, and gateways—each with varying capabilities for
gathering, transmitting, and processing data for industrial
systems. Edge controllers can perform extensive data
preprocessing and run analytics applications, in addition
to executing real-time control (figure 3). Edge devices may
perform local analytics but are not involved in controlling
equipment. Gateways perform little or no data preprocessing
prior to transmission.
While each of these components plays a role, edge
controllers are the most capable of the three. This new class of
IIoT controller includes all the capabilities of edge devices and
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edge gateways, combined with the high-speed deterministic
control features found in a typical PLC, including support of
IEC 61131 languages.
The architecture of modern edge controllers includes
support for open-source capabilities, allowing companies
to rapidly incorporate IT-friendly languages, protocols, and
concepts like Python, OPC UA, web servers, and databases.
Edge controllers are analytic-friendly and can host third-party
applications to help end users reach their analytics goals.
Edge controllers have the capability to run
nondeterministic analytics or connect to a cloud
infrastructure for additional information, and the unique
ability to directly bring this information into the deterministic
control scan in order to apply more informed decisions and
optimize plant processes. This ability for connected equipment,
like connected people, to make more intelligent decisions is
driving a major transformation in the industrial space.
Users can install edge controllers in new greenfield
applications, initially using them as PLCs but eventually
expanding their role to include analytics. Or, edge controllers
can be retrofit into brownfield systems to add analytical and
IIoT capabilities.

Edge alternatives
Although edge controllers are the most complete option,
other edge components like devices and gateways can be
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used as cost-effective alternatives or in conjunction with
edge controllers in some applications. Edge devices typically
support local applications with analytics on the device and
can communicate data like an edge gateway. They are a good
fit for use in conjunction with an existing control system that
will remain in service, when it is desirable to add analytics
capability.
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An edge device might be used when the analytics require
high-fidelity data, which can require too much network
bandwidth to transfer to the cloud or where the cost of cloud
systems and storage is too high to be practical. Because
they are installed local to the source data, they are also a
good approach when gaps in data collection due to network
connectivity issues would otherwise significantly affect the
quality of the analytics.
Edge gateways typically include protocol drivers to connect
to plant controllers as well as cloud connectors to connect to
leading cloud infrastructures such as Microsoft Azure and the
Amazon IoT cloud. The purpose of the edge gateway is simply
to collect data from industrial devices, package it, and send it
to industrial clouds, whether public or private.

Figure 3. Advanced edge controllers,
such as Emerson’s Outcome Optimizing
Controller, provide robust automation
on a real-time operating system, with
the added advisory and analytical
capabilities of Linux-based processing.

How companies are using edge analytics
Manufacturers and OEMs are learning how to implement
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edge analytics, and it is not an all-or-nothing proposition.
They can start in just one targeted area, apply edge analytics
concepts as supplementary to already-operating controls,
or choose new platforms and use the available capabilities
progressively as needed.
Edge gateways are typically used to get visibility to a
geographically distributed set of assets. The edge gateway
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connects to the asset, packages the data, and transports the
data to a cloud or hosted infrastructure. This consolidated
data is often accessed in order to check the health of the
equipment, avoiding the significant expense of travelling to
each site.
Edge devices typically augment an on-premise machine
or plant by collecting data from the device, aggregating it
with other information available, and then analyzing this
data to optimize control decisions. For example, the edge
device may combine production data from a machine control
system with data collected through supplementary sensors
added outside of the control platform—such as for vibration,
pressure, and temperature—and use this information in
context to detect overall process problems and support a
human-machine interface (HMI) (figure 4). This processing, for
example, could observe an increase in air pressure required to
manage machine motion, which could indicate leaks in the
system.
An edge controller is more like a modern car, where
the driver still performs direct control but is advised by an
onboard navigation system as to the best route. A real-time
operating system (RTOS) portion of the edge controller
manages the deterministic control system, while a second
general-purpose operating system (OS) side may be
connected to IoT devices and broader information available
from supervisory computing and even the Internet. The RTOS
and the OS may constantly exchange information to optimize
production processes. For example, the controller side may
be managing reservoirs of water as they move through
a purification process. The general-purpose side may be
checking the forecasted energy prices and communicating to
the control side the optimal time to run equipment for energy
savings.
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Start with analytics at the edge
End users are aware that analytics initiatives are an important
avenue to better understanding, and therefore improvement,
of their industrial systems. They also know there may be large
quantities of untapped data in IoT sensors, smart field devices,
and even existing OT systems. However, the idea of creating
an overarching cloud-based system to take advantage of the
data can be daunting.
The availability of powerful edge components enables
another practical approach. Installing modern edge
controllers and edge devices is a comparatively easy way to
begin taking advantage of analytics. These edge components
can perform the analytical role themselves or support future
cloud-based systems.
There are many reasons to keep analytics close to
the field, especially to obtain the best data fidelity and
communications robustness. More compelling for some
applications is the ability of edge controllers to close the loop
by directly using analytical results to inform the real-time
control system of optimal operational settings.
Digital
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